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Foreword

Not just faster and cheaper seismic data, but also safer and higher quality—what’s not to like?

This book tells the story of how this remarkable change occurred in the land environment and how it is finding its way into marine exploration, so it is very timely. It gives careful definitions of the new blending and deblending terminology, and it describes the technology and methodology without making any assumptions about readers and their backgrounds. For this and for other reasons which will be enumerated, it is highly recommended for scientists, data processors, field staff, aspiring innovators, and managers alike. I also sincerely hope that the data management and standards communities will read it—they need to. Usefully, the authors point specific disciplines toward specific chapters. The authors are unusual in that they have not only pursued the research personally and moved it forward into successful practice but have also taken it out into the field and understood and overcome the many practical issues which always attend major changes in systems and techniques. And they understand costs, because the economics of the various geometries are well explained. There are theoretical models, plus lots of actual data results, including convincing comparisons of the new methodology with conventional methods. The book brings together both land and marine technologies in this fascinating world of deblending. It is very well illustrated and has extensive references.

The development of seismic data acquisition and processing technology over the years has been an amazing story. Several times from the 1970s onward, I have heard explorers for oil and gas say that the conventional seismic method was asymptotically “mature” and had little further progress to make. On land in the 1990s, for example, the expectation of production on desert Vibroseis crews had gradually risen to (and settled at) about 1000 vibrator points (VPs) per day. Then, thanks to the introduction in 1996 of so-called “slip sweeps” by Jan Wams and Justus Rozemond and their colleagues at PDO, that expectation was raised by about 50% by making better use of the time/frequency space. But a much larger step was introduced by BP in 2007 with a full-scale trial of “Independent Simultaneous Sourcing,” utilizing 14 vibrators, all operating independently, in the deserts of North Africa. This very quickly raised the expectation level to over 15,000 VPs/day, and surveys with production rates significantly greater than this now have been recorded. The economic driving forces for this achievement were that land seismic costs were increasing relentlessly and conventional exploration work in large new areas was technically unsatisfactory and took too long—normally it would consist of a large 2D survey followed by processing and interpretation, and then subsequent 3D surveys focused on limited areas. This was also a time when explorers were becoming accustomed to the very large “exploration” 3D surveys which were being recorded by marine crews.

This book explains how the conventional approach was turned on its head, such that large-scale 3D surveys now could be acquired much faster and more cheaply—and safely—than before, in an “exploration” mode. The technology is explained in detail with many good examples of the actual results, and fascinating details of the problems and pitfalls (not only with equipment but also with people) which were encountered during the projects and how these were solved. You will find discussions about source and detector sampling and their possible limits, and how the much faster source productivity subsequently drove changes in detector and recording systems. You also will read about the successful deployment of this new technology in widely different terrains including former war zones containing unexploded military ordnance. How would you like to reduce your crew headcount from 500 down to 75, safely, in terrains such as these? You may find the book difficult to put down.

The marine seismic industry has experienced its own plateaus as the number of towed cables (and the power of the vessels required to pull them) increased over the years, as far as engineering limits gradually allowed. However, the acceptance of overlapping or simultaneous shooting has been slower. Craig Beasley at Western Geophysical reported some early 2D trials in 1998, but the typical multi-streamer geometries and the traditionally regular shot timing of marine surveys, coupled with the uncertainty of the suitability of the technique for time-lapse work, delayed the acceptance of the methodology. Meanwhile, a data quality ceiling was breached thanks to the demanding requirements of imaging for reservoir development, especially in challenging geological environments. Marine seismic techniques (so-called “broadband”) had begun to emulate some of those used on land, for example, by populating
the azimuthal shot-receiver domain using additional source vessels, and sometimes by replacing streamers with ocean-bottom nodes. This made these “broad-band” marine surveys much more expensive than single-vessel work, but the improved data quality became a compelling factor. They were recorded, however, using sequential and mostly non-overlapping shots, so the potential of the simultaneous or overlapping source technology—initially just to reduce costs—was very high.

As is clear, the time was ripe for a change—it was logical to try to extend these earlier simultaneous-source land successes into the marine environment. Again, the explanations and the advantages and disadvantages of the various methods of noise attenuation are explained and many clear examples are given. Critical aspects of shot-fire and positioning randomness are explained, and you will learn some interesting and important facts about the problems of generating genuine randomness in the marine environment. The groundbreaking recent development of inversion techniques for deblending is described with a fascinating blow-by-blow account written by the actual developers and practitioners. Because the deblending technology is new and still developing, the authors suggest several areas for future research and advancement, such as using the arrival angle of data where multi-component detectors are available, and the use of low energy sources for marine mammal protection. And, how marine seismic interference could be a thing of the past! More good news—deblending by inversion is given the all-clear for time-lapse work, and (of course) for VSPs. The authors also discuss Apparition shooting, and they give useful instruction and examples on the number of inversion iterations required to deblend a data set successfully. If you wish to experiment yourself, a Python code example is included.

The relationships between data acquisition and data processing are discussed, because never before have they been so intertwined. In addition to describing the underlying technologies, this book is also a user-guide which takes you through survey design and describes the sensitivities of the processing algorithms which can allow simultaneous source technology to succeed. It would be most unwise to embark on a project (land or marine) without reading the sections containing pitfalls, warnings, QC suggestions, the requirements and limitations of the technology, and the data management issues (and not only because the data volumes are eye-watering).

Most interestingly, this book gives a rare and remarkably frank insight into how technology can be developed and moved into production in a big company such as BP. More than a technical book, it is in a sense the personal story—a journey—of the two authors and contains some very useful lessons about project management. How does one persuade skeptical management—and indeed convince and motivate skeptical technical staff—to become comfortable spending tens or even hundreds of millions of dollars on seismic surveys using new technology, many aspects of which appear counter-intuitive to traditionalists? This book may hold the answers.

Ian Jack
Cambridge, U.K.
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